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ABSTRACT
The high availability of multiprocessor clusters for com-
puter science seems to be very attractive to the engineer
because, at a first level, such computers aggregate high per-
formances. Nevertheless, obtaining peak performances on
irregular applications such as computer algebra problems re-
mains a challenging problem. The delay to access memory is
non uniform and the irregularity of computations requires to
use scheduling algorithms in order to automatically balance
the workload among the processors.

This paper focuses on the runtime support implementa-
tion to exploit with great efficiency the computation re-
sources of a multiprocessor cluster. The originality of our
approach relies on the implementation of an efficient work-
stealing algorithm for a macro data flow computation based
on minor extension of POSIX thread interface.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Program-
ming—distributed programming, parallel programming

General Terms
Performance, Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
Work-stealing, dataflow, multi-core, multi-processor, cluster

1. INTRODUCTION
Multithreaded languages have been proposed as a gen-

eral approach to model dynamic, unstructured parallelism.
They include data parallel ones – e.g. NESL [4] –, data flow –
ID [9] –, macro dataflow –Athapascan [15] –, languages with
fork-join based constructs –Cilk [7] – or with additional syn-
chronization primitives – Jade [34], EARTH [19] –.

Efficient execution of a multithreaded computation on
a parallel computer relies on the schedule of the threads
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among the processors. In the work-stealing scheduling [7],
each processor gets its own stack implemented by a deque
of frames. When a thread is created, a new frame is ini-
tialized and pushed at the bottom of the deque. When a
processor become idle, it tries to steal work from a victim
processor with a non-empty deque; then it takes the top-
most frame (the least recently pushed frame) and places it
in its own deque which is linked to the victim deque.

Such scheduling has been proven to be efficient for fully-
strict multithreaded computations [7, 12] while requiring a
bounded memory space with respect to a depth first sequen-
tial execution [8, 29].

In Cilk [7], the implementation is highly optimized and
follow the work first principle that aims at moving most of
the scheduling cost of from the work of the execution to the
rare case during work-stealing operations. Lock free algo-
rithm manages the access to the deque allowing to reach
good efficiency even for fine grain application. Cilk is one
of the best known system that allows developers to focus on
the algorithm rather than the hardware. Nevertheless, Cilk
targets are shared memory machines. Although a past ver-
sion of Cilk, called Cilk-NOW [6], was designed for network
of workstations, the current highly optimized Cilk cannot
runs on multiprocessor cluster. The underlaying DAG con-
sistency memory model remains challenging to implement
for large scale clusters.

Data flow based languages do not suffer from penalty due
to memory coherence protocol, mainly because data move-
ment between instructions are explicit in the model. Since
the 70s, data flow models have moved to multi-threaded
architecture where key points of original model have been
conserved in order to hide latency of (remote) memory ac-
cess.

The EARTH [19, 28] Threaded-C language exposes two
level of threads (standard threads and fiber threads) that
allows a fine control over the effective parallelism. Fibers
are executed using a data flow approach: a synchronization
unit detects and schedules fibers that have all their inputs
produced. In [37], the authors present a thread partitioning
and scheduling algorithm to statically gather instructions
into threads.

The paper focuses on the implementation of KAAPI [25],
a runtime support for scheduling irregular macro data flow
programs on a cluster of multi-processors using a work-
stealing algorithm [10, 17]. Section 2 presents the high level
and low level programming interfaces. We show how the in-
ternal data flow representation is built at runtime with low
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overhead. Moreover, we explain our lazy evaluation of readi-
ness properties of the data flow graph following the work first
principle of Cilk. This is similar to hybrid data flow archi-
tecture which allows to group together tasks for a sequential
execution in order to reduce scheduling overhead. Neverthe-
less, KAAPI permits to reconsider at runtime group of tasks
in order to extract more parallelism. Section 3 deals with
the runtime system and the scheduling of KAAPI threads
on the processors. The work-stealing algorithm relies on an
extension of POSIX thread interface that allows work steal-
ing. Next, we present the execution of data flow graph as
an application of the general work-stealing algorithm when
threads are structured as lists of tasks. This section ends
with the presentation of the thread partitioning to distribute
work among processors prior to the execution. The interac-
tion with the communication sub-system to send messages
over the network concludes this section. Section 4 reports
experiments on multi-core / multi-processor architectures,
clusters and grids up to 1400 processors.

2. THE KAAPI PROGRAMMING MODEL
This section describes the high level instructions used to

express parallel execution as a dynamic data flow graph.
Our instructions extend the ones proposed in Cilk [14] in
order to take into account data dependencies. Following
Jade [34], parallel computation is modelled from three con-
cepts: tasks, shared objects and access specification. How-
ever, while Jade is restricted to iterative computations, here
nested recursive parallelism is considered to take benefit
from the work-stealing scheduling performances [8, 15, 17].

2.1 High level interface
The KAAPI interface is based on the Athapascan inter-

face described in [15, 16]. The programming model is based
on a global address space called global memory and allows
to describe data dependencies between tasks that access ob-
jects in the global memory. The language extends C++
with two keywords1. The shared keyword is a type qualifier
to declare objects in the global memory. The fork keyword
creates a new task that may be executed in concurrence
with other tasks. Figure 1 sketches the folk algorithm for
computing the n-th Fibonacci number in a recursive way.
A task is a function call: a function that should return no
value except through the global memory and its effective pa-
rameters. The function signature should specify the mode
of access (read, write or access) of the formal parameters in
the global memory. For instance the function sum of the fig-
ure 1 is specified to have read accesses (res1 and res2) and
to have write access (res). The effective parameters in the
global memory are passed by reference and other parameters
are passed by value.

This very high level interface is very simple and only con-
tains two keywords. There exists restrictions for passing ef-
fective parameter to formal parameter during task creation
in order to ensure non-blocking execution of tasks. The
reader should refer to [16] for a complete description of the
interface and these restrictions.

1Currently this language extension uses C++ template def-
initions and specializations.

� include <athapascan-1>
void sum(shared r int res1, shared r int res2, shared w int res)
{ res = res1+res2; }

void fibonacci( int n, shared w int res )

{
if (n < 2) res = n;

else {
shared int res1;

shared int res2;

fork fibonacci(n-1, res1 );

fork fibonacci(n-2, res2 );

fork sum( res1, res2, res );

}
}

Figure 1: Fibonacci algorithm with Athapascan in-
terface. shared w (resp. shared r) means that the
parameter is written (resp. read).

2.2 Low level interface and internal data flow
graph representation

The KAAPI low level interface allows to build the macro
data flow graph between tasks during the execution of Atha-
pascan program. This interface defines several objects. A
closure object represents a function call with a state. An
access object represents the binding of an formal parameter
in the global memory. The state of a closure can be created,
running, stolen or terminated and represents the evolution
of the closure during the execution. The state of the access
object is one of the following: created, ready, destroyed. An
access is created when a task is forked.

Once it is created, a closure should be bound to each ef-
fective parameter of the call. Binding of parameter by value
makes copy. Binding of shared object in the global mem-
ory links together the last access to the object and the new
access. The link between accesses is called shared link and
represents the sequence of accesses on a same shared vari-
able. Figure 2 illustrates the internal data flow graph after
one execution of the task’s body fibonacci of the figure 1.
Let us note that creation of objects closure and access are
pushed in a stack in order to improve allocation performance
(O(1) allocation time). Moreover, a stack is associated to
each control flow, so that there is no contention on stack.
When a closure is being executed, an activation frame is first
pushed in the stack in order to restore the activation of the
caller’ stack environment after the execution. There is no
a priori limit on the stack size: it is managed as a linked
list of memory blocks of fixed size, except for some request.
The system guarantees that an allocation request in a stack
returns a contiguous block of memory, even at the expense
of allocation of a block size by the system that corresponds
to the request.

2.3 Semantic and natural execution order
The semantic is lexicographic: statements are lexicograph-

ically ordered by ’;’. The value read from a parameter with
shared r access specification is the last written value ac-
cording to the lexicographic order. This order is called the
reference order.

This reference order is important for the execution: if only
one processor is available for execution, then the execution
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Figure 2: Data flow representation after one execu-
tion of a Fibonacci task.

of closures following this reference order is correct and does
not require to compute the state of the closure objects and
access objects of the data flow graph. This case corresponds
to the standard execution, when no processor is idle.

Next section deals with scheduling when a processor be-
comes idle.

3. THREAD SCHEDULING IN KAAPI
The execution of a KAAPI program on a cluster is done

by a dynamic set of processes, one per multi-processor, com-
municating through a network. Each process has several
threads of control to execute tasks. In KAAPI a thread rep-
resents a computation. A thread could be an active control
flow executing some computation or are inactive. At deploy-
ment step, one of the processes is designed to be the main
process which starts the thread that executes the main task.
This thread is called the main thread of the distributed ex-
ecution.

Next sections present the thread interface and the non-
preemptive scheduling algorithm by work stealing. Sec-
tion 3.3 shows connection from the KAAPI thread to data
flow computation.

3.1 Thread
Thread interface in KAAPI is a subset of POSIX threads [30]

except for the functionalities about the management of sig-
nal and cleanup routines. We assume that readers are fa-
miliar with POSIX Thread and its interface.

The interface for thread management is closed to the POSIX
threads: A thread may be created (kaapi create), but not
joined; mutex (kaapi mutex t) and condition (kaapi cond-

ition t) are the first class objects for thread synchroniza-
tion.

KAAPI extends the POSIX interface in two ways. An
extension of POSIX condition with additional integer value

state is proposed. It allows threads to wait until a specific
value is signaled: The thread is woken-up when the signaled
value of the condition is equal (kaapi cond wait equal) or
not equal (kaapi cond wait notequal) to the signaled value.
This functionality is closed to one of those Futex provides [13].

The second extension concerns two new thread attributes.
The first one is used to define functions called by the thread
scheduler to extract work when one of the processors is
idle, we named it the steal function attribute. The second
attribute allows to specify two functions used to serialize
thread through the network, it is named the serialization
attribute. Threads with serialization attribute may be mi-
grated2 between processes (kaapi thread migrate) on some
predefined points.

Figure 3 illustrates the creation of a KAAPI thread with
the use of thread attribute. The steal function attribute

/* function that returns thief thread that contains theft work

* from the victim thread. idle cpu contains the set of idle

* processors that initiate the call. In case of success,

* function should return true.

*/

bool steal function(

kaapi t victim thread,

kaapi t* thief thread,

kaapi cpu t idle cpu,

void* user arg

) { .. }

/* create a thread that may export work */

kaapi attr t attr;

kaapi attr init( &attr );

kaapi attr setstealfunction( &attr, &steal function, ptr to arg );

kaapi create( &tid, &attr, start routine, arg );

Figure 3: Example of using KAAPI extension to
create KAAPI thread with attribute to specify a
way to extract work from existing thread.

parameters are: The first parameter is the KAAPI thread
identifier on which the function is called; the second param-
eter is a pointer to a KAAPI thread identifier used to return
a newly created thread that executes theft work; the third
parameter contains the identifier of the idle virtual processor
(also named kernel thread) that initiated the call. And the
last parameter is a pointer to a user defined data structure.
The return value is true if and only if a new thread has been
created.

Next section presents the thread scheduling algorithm based
on work-stealing.

3.2 Scheduling by work-stealing
The scheduling of KAAPI threads on the physical pro-

cessors is a two level thread scheduling. The KAAPI run-
time system schedules non-preemptively several user level
threads on a fixed number of virtual processors (also called
kernel threads). Virtual processors are scheduled by the ker-
nel on physical processors. The KAAPI threads model is
M : N , meaning that M user space threads are scheduled

2Note that the ability of defining this attribute, especially
to migrate thread processor state (registers) is not of the
responsibility of KAAPI.
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onto N kernel threads [32]. This two thread scheduling lev-
els take advantage of fast user space context switch between
KAAPI threads while multi-processors are exploited with
kernel threads.

Each KAAPI user level thread runs to completion, i.e. in
a non-preemptive manner such as [19, 8, 15]. If a thread
executes a blocking instruction, such as locking an already
locked mutex or waiting for a condition variable, then it sus-
pends: The kernel thread (or the virtual processor) is said
idle and it switches to the scheduler thread. The scheduler
thread is responsible to assign thread to idle virtual proces-
sor. The algorithm is simple. First, it tries to find a sus-
pended thread ready for execution, like a standard thread
scheduler. In case of success, the elected thread resumes
its execution on the idle kernel thread. Else, the scheduler
thread chooses at random a thread and call, if specified, the
steal function attribute, as defined in previous section. If
the function returns true then the newly created thread is
scheduled on the kernel thread which becomes active.

On multi-cores / multi-processors, each core should has a
kernel thread for scheduling work: the work-stealing schedul-
ing algorithm is naturally distributed and the implementa-
tion has been carefully designed to avoid contention (for
instance due to mutex). It shows good speedup even at fine
grain (see section 4.1).

The scheduler thread is extended when group of processes
execute the application. In case of failure, the kernel thread
chooses at random a process and sends it request to steal
work from its threads. On reception, the process trigger
the request to try to steal work by calling the steal function
attribute to several victim threads that have a serialization
attribute. The reply message contains the output values, i.e.
return value and the newly created thread. To improve lo-
cality of the work-stealing decision, severals steal operations
on the local process are performed before emitting request
to remote processes.

This thread scheduling principle by work-stealing is the
kernel of implementation in [10], where the steal function
attribute could be specialized to the work that is theft.

If a KAAPI thread performs blocking I/O, the kernel
thread that executes it is also blocked [32]. In [2], kernel
scheduler activation is introduced to improve performance
of the user level application. The section 3.6 presents how
KAAPI deals with communication between processes us-
ing non-blocking, one-side, active message communications.
On Unix platform (mostly Linux and MacOSX), the imple-
mentation relies on user space context switch, either by us-
ing makecontext/setcontext/ getcontext/ swapcontext, or the
more available interface setjmp/ longjmp. Kernel threads
are implemented by the native thread library3.

3.3 Using KAAPI thread for data flow
computation

The high level API creates KAAPI threads that execute
tasks following the reference order (section 2.3). Created
threads have both the steal function attribute and the se-
rialization attribute enabled. The steal function attribute
is the most interesting function. It implements most of the
work first principle of KAAPI design.

The thread changes the closure state to execute from cre-
ated to running, pops it and executes it. This transition in

3For instance NPTL on recent Linux.

the closure state diagram (figure 5) is atomic with respect to
other transition, such as performed by the steal function call
(see below). It is implemented using a compare and swap
instruction. Moreover, it does not require the computation
of the readiness of the closure thank to the reference order
semantics. The overhead of executing a program with data
flow representation is mainly due closure and access object
creation cost.

If the transition failed due to the fact that initial state is
stolen (the closure has been theft), then the running thread
suspends its execution until the state of the closure becomes
terminated. Then the scheduler thread is activated. The
thread is suspended on our extension to POSIX condition
described in section 3.1, waiting for the condition to be value
’terminated ’. On resume, the thread continues its execution
following the reference order. When the closure completes,
a new one is poped from the local deque. If this deque
is empty, the thread terminates and the virtual processor
switches to the scheduler thread, as explained in previous
section. The steal function iterates through the bottom

created

running

theft

terminated

Figure 5: State diagram of closures. The two transi-
tions from created state to running and stolen states
are sources of contention between a victim thread
executing its closures and a thief trying to steal it.

deque of the victim thread and tries to steal the first ready
to execute closure not marked running. For each closure,
the algorithm updates the state of all its accesses: If the
access is marked ready and the immediate successor is an
access with a concurrent mode of access to the global mem-
ory, then the successor is set to ready. If the mode of the
access is write, the access is set to ready. When all accesses
have been visited, and readiness propagated to successors,
the closure is ready when all its accesses are ready.

The steal function attribute is called by the scheduler
thread in case of inactivity. Once a ready victim closure
is detected, the steal function tries to change its state from
created to stolen (figure 5). If the transition is successful,
then a new KAAPI thread is created with same attribute
than the victim thread. The new thread contains an initial
frame with a copy of the closure, in the state created, and
a signalization closure with purpose is 1/ to transfer back
the output data to the victim closure and 2/ to signal the
completion of the victim closure, i.e. it moves its state from
stolen to terminated. Figure 4 illustrates the stacks of both
the victim thread and the thief thread after a successful at-
tempt to steal a closure. The signalization closure is built
with an exclusive access link after each access of the copied
closure.

By the way a thread is waiting for completion of closure,
the global computation is terminated when the main thread
finishes to execute all its closures. Thus, the global termi-
naison detection does not need a distributed algorithm such
as in [15]. It is implicit in our work-stealing implementation.
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Figure 4: KAAPI Thread stacks after the steal operation. On the stack of the thief, the Send and Signal
closure declares a read mode of access to the shared variable of the victim closure Fibo(n − 2, s, r2).

3.4 Performances of data flow computations
scheduled by work-stealing

In [15, 17] a detailed analysis of this work-stealing algo-
rithm is presented. We invite reader interested in the proof
of these results to consult these publications. Performances
on micro-benchmarks are presented in section 4.

3.5 Extension to thread partitioning
Work-stealing scheduling is efficient for multi-threaded

computations [12, 5, 17]. Nevertheless, for iterative applica-
tions in numerical computations, the natural way is to de-
scribe the computation using loops. Even if algorithms may
be rewritten using a recursive scheme to get benefit from
work-stealing performances, from the point of view of the
KAAPI runtime system it is natural to provide function-
alities to programmers that enable their natural iterative
description of the computations.

In KAAPI, we have designed a method to partition the
data flow graph representing the work executed by a thread.
Preliminary prototype has been partially published in [33].
The key point is to compute the schedule of tasks from the
data flow graph: For each task, it computes the site of execu-
tion; and for each site, the order in which tasks are executed.
The computation of a schedule is a plugin in KAAPI. Cur-
rently we have collected existing graph scheduling libraries,
such as DSC [39], ETF [21] as well as libraries that partition
data dependencies graphs (Metis [26] and Scotch [31]) which
are efficient to solve mesh based problems occurring in most
of scientific numerical simulations. These latter libraries are
used in KAAPI to compute the data mappingby partition-
ing the sub graph of data dependencies from the data flow
graph. Then, the site of execution of the tasks is deduced

from the access they made to data in the global memory
following an owner compute rule strategy [20].

Once the schedule is computed, the thread is partitioned
in k threads, that form a group, which are distributed among
the virtual processors on the processes. Communications
between threads are based on added tasks in each thread:
a task broadcast has a read access to data in the global
memory and, on execution, it sends the value to destination;
a task receive has a write access to data in the global memory
and is terminated upon reception of value. Moreover, this
enables to use the same work-stealing scheduling runtime
support for managing communication as for executing multi-
threaded computations.

Iterative computations reuse the group of threads by restor-
ing their initial states. Redistribution of data occurs be-
tween iteration and are managed using our active message
communication support.

3.6 Management of communication by
work-stealing strategy

Communication in KAAPI are based on the active mes-
sages [27]. Sending a message is a non blocking operation.
The sender process will be notified by a callback that data
that compose message have been effectively sent. Upon re-
ception, an user defined function is called by the KAAPI
runtime system to process the message.

Non blocking sending is important and allows to over-
lap efficiently communication delays by computation. More-
over, in KAAPI, messages generated by a KAAPI thread are
put in a private (local) queue. For each interface network
card, a POSIX thread called daemon, is in charge of send-
ing messages. The scheduling of sent messages is based on a
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work-stealing algorithm: the daemon indefinitely steals mes-
sages from the queues of KAAPI threads and sends them.
Each steal operation tries to steal the largestt sequence of
messages. This permits to aggregate messages together and
decreases the transfer startup delay per message. Moreover,
this kind of work-stealing for communication allows to hide
network delay due to overloaded network: while the dae-
mon is blocked during a network utilization, the KAAPI
threads may continue to generate messages. Next time the
daemon steals bigger messages sequences, thus aggregating
more messages. Section 4.3 presents the capability of over-
lapping communication by computation.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We present here experimental results computed on the

french heterogeneous Grid5000 [18] platform. Most of the
current installed clusters are composed of dual-processors
AMD. The most recent of them are dual-core dual-processors
(AMD or Intel).

To deploy our software on the grid, we used the Tak-
Tuk [36] software. It allows us to replicate our environment
on all sites (files copies and program compilation) and it of-
fered us a parallel launcher of our application. This parallel
launcher takes a list of machines (the machines we reserved),
detects dead nodes, and deploy our KAAPI processes only
on good nodes. This feature has been really useful as, each
time we reserved hundreds of nodes, several of them were
dead.

4.1 Fibonacci computation
A first set of experiments of the folk recursive Fibonacci

number computation has been executed on a dual-core multi-
processors machine (16 cores, AMD Opteron, 2.2Ghz and
32GBytes of main memory). Three versions of the bench-
marks are compared: a pure C++, a version based on low
level KAAPI interface and a version based on top of Atha-
pascan API. We also compared two implementations of KAAPI.

In the timing results, we denote: T1 the time, correspond-
ing to the work of the parallel program, to execute the ver-
sion KAAPI or Athapascan of the benchmark on one pro-
cessor; Tp the time on p processors; TS the time of the pure
C++ sequential version of the benchmark.

fib(35) ; th = 2 fib(40) ; th = 2

p Tp
T1
Tp

T1
T old

p
Tp

T1
Tp

T1
T old

p

(second) (second)
1 0.99 1 1 10.75 1 1
2 0.49 1.96 1.90 5.65 1.98 1.96
4 0.26 3.91 3.61 2.80 3.99 3.90
8 0.13 7.57 5.38 1.41 7.96 7.38
16 0.084 11.81 4.67 0.73 15.33 10.30

Figure 6: Speedup on Fibonacci computation. Com-
paraizon between new implementation and old im-
plementation of KAAPI thread scheduling.

For the pure C++ sequential version, the time per func-
tion call is about 2.5ns (nano second), independent of the
nth Fibonacci number to compute. Using low level inter-
face of KAAPI, the measured overhead than the pure C++
is about T1/Ts = 13.4, also constant with respect to the in-
put n. The time per task (creation and execution) is about

33.5ns. On top of Athapascan, the overhead is T1/Ts = 81.
This timing should be compared with Cilk related timing
in [14] where an overhead nearly 3.6 is reported for the same
benchmark. With KAAPI, more work is required to built
data flow graph than Cilk implementation to enqueue task.

The table 6 presents timings for two implementations of
KAAPI. Timings on two instances of Fibonacci are reported.
The old implementation [17, 10] corresponds to the current
stable version of KAAPI [25]. The new implementation is
the one described in this paper and will be included in the
new stable version of KAAPI.

Execution times on one processor for both implementa-
tions are equals. On the small instance, the sequential grain
is about 0.33μs, the maximum observed speedup with re-
spect to parallel program on one processor is about 12 on
16 cores of the multi-processor: The new implementation
is about 2.5 times faster than the old implementation. On
the big instance, we observe a speed up of about 15.33 on
16 cores. The new implementation has a better scalability
over the old one as the number of processors increases and
the grain decreases. This is due to a finer implementation
to reduce contention on internal data structure.

4.2 N-queens
We report here experimental results computed during the

plugtest4 international contest held in november 2006 at
Sophia Antipolis, France. Our parallel NQueens implemen-

NQueens p T
21 1000 78s
22 1458 502.9s
23 1422 4434.9s

Figure 7: CPU/network loads and timing reports.

tation is based on the NQueens sequential code developped
by Takaken [35]. It achieved the best performances, honored
by a special prize5 On instance 23 solved in T = 4434.9s, an
idle time of 22.72s was measured on the 1422 processors; this

4
http://www.etsi.org/plugtests/Upcoming/GRID2006/GRID2006.htm

5Final results are available on the ETSI url given above.
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Figure 8: Measuring the overlapping capability of KAAPI. The upper graph reports timing for sending
2KBytes data with increasing local computation time. The lower graph is for sending 64KBytes data.

experimentally verifies our implementation efficiency with a
maximal relative error 22.72

4434.9
= 0.63%. Figure 7 shows the

global grid load together with CPU and network load on one
of the clusters composing the grid (cluster from the sophia
site). These results have been obtained using Grid5000 mon-
itoring tools during the last hour of execution. Our compu-
tations start approximately at 01:50. Different instances of
nqueens problems are executed sequentially. The different
graphs show a very good use of CPU resources. At the end of
each execution work-stealing occurs, increasing briefly net-
work load while enabling to maintain efficient CPU usage.

4.3 Measuring overlapping capability
In this experiment, we compare several middleware (MPI /

MPICH, OmniORB, KAAPI Message Active, and Data Flow
Computation with KAAPI) to measure the overlapping ra-
tio on the following computation scheme on two processors
communicating through TCP. The process P0 initiates the
communication of a message with size L to process P1 us-
ing a non blocking send instruction; then P0 computes for
a fixed delay and waits an acknowledgment from P1 upon
reception of the message. The objectif is to measure the
computation time over the total time ration which indicates
how much the implementation is able to overlap communi-
cation delay (emission and reception) while computation is
processed. On P0, we have Ttotal = Tpost + Tcomp + Twait,
where each term represents the delays of the above described
operations.

MPI implementation in this experiment uses MPI ISend

instruction to initiate the sending and posts the reception
with MPI IRecv. After the computation, the program waits
the reception using MPI Wait. OmniORB implementation
relies on one-way CORBA method for non blocking com-
munication. KAAPI Active Message implementation sim-
ply posts a message, performs computation and waits, using
condition variable, the active message for the acknowledg-
ment. The KAAPI data flow computation describes tasks
such that the computation and communication are same as
previous implementation. The data flow graph in the origi-
nal program and the scheduling produce an execution on P0

and P1 such that:

• P0 creates a task that produces data with the fixed L
size, performs computation, then creates a task that

• P1 creates a task that reads the data and writes an
acknowledgment data (read by the last task on P0).

The scheduling time, based on the METIS graph parti-
tioning algorithm, for this instance is less than 10μs due
to its relatively simplicity. Figure 8 reports timing for the
four implementations. Until a certain threshold in the grain
of the computation is reached, the total time is constant
for both experiments: the total time is mainly due to the
time to send message and receive acknowledgment. After
this threshold, the total time is linear with respect to the
computation which is on the critical path. The overlapping
ratio is γ = T ∗

cal/Ttotal, where T ∗
cal is the grain of computa-

tion at this threshold. The first result is that the progress
of communication in MPICH on top of TCP should imply
the participation of the application and that OmniORB non
blocking communication blocks the sender until the message
was sent. The second result is that our active message im-
plementation is efficient with respect to the concurrent pro-
gression of both communication and computation. More-
over, our thread partitioning scheme is able to take benefit
of this overlapping capability.

4.4 Work-stealing versus thread partitioning
scheduling on multi-processors

In this experience, we run a virtual simulation application
on top of Sofa [1] comparing several parallel implementa-
tions. The objective is to have short delays in computation
(around 30ms) in order to produce smooth image rate. The
first implementation is based on pure work-stealing schedul-
ing where a main thread generates few tasks that will them-
selves fork most of the computation.

Due to the short delay of the computation, the bottleneck
in the scheduling is the access to the main thread by idle
processors. Using thread partitioning technique, the first
level of computation starts while workload has already been
distributed. Figure 9 displays the speed up on a dual-core
8-processor machine (16 cores) for sequential computation
time of about 30ms. The iterative simulation is unrolled
either on 10 loops or 20 loops.

wait for reading the acknowledgment data.
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Figure 9: Thread partitioning versus work-stealing
for Sofa application. Initial work distribution im-
proves the dynamic work-stealing algorithm with in-
creasing number of kernel threads.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Multithreaded computations may take benefit of the de-

scription of non strict data dependencies. In this paper we
present the KAAPl approach to implement efficient multi-
threaded computations with data flow dependencies built at
runtime. It is based on a small extension of POSIX thread
interface and a basic work-stealing algorithm. Efficiency re-
lies on the work-stealing algorithm as well as an original
implementation directed by the work first principle that al-
lows to report the cost to compute the state of the data flow
graph on the critical path execution rather than on the work
of the program. Experimental results show the feasibility of
the approach. Work overhead is reasonably small and the
work-stealing algorithm permits to reach good efficiencies
for medium grain on both a multi-cores / multi-processors
architecture and a PCs cluster. Moreover it scales on (het-
erogeneous) grid architecture as reported by the NQueens
result.

Our thread partitioning approach, using graph schedul-
ing and partitioning algorithms, is dedicated for iterative
applications in numerical simulation. It is used for vari-
ous applications: dynamic molecular Tuktut, cloth simula-
tion Sappe [33] and Sofa [1]. Moreover, our past collabo-
ration in the LinBox library [11] is under active develop-
ment to produce several parallel algorithms, especially for
a large sparse matrix-vector product [38] over finite field
arithmetic. Thanks to the internal data flow representa-
tion, KAAPI maintains an abstract representation of the
application execution. This representation has been used to
develop original and efficient fault tolerance protocol with
work-stealing [22, 23] or for iterative application [3] with
application to adaptive computation [24].

Ongoing work is to target the KAAPI runtime on top an
high speed network and managing internal data structure
with affinity on the physical processors for NUMA architec-
tures.
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